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İST 263 YABANCI DİLDE YAZMA DERSİ ARA SINAV SORULARI
A. Match the statistical terms with the given definitions. (10x2.5=25 points)
a. The most commonly used measure of dispersion and represents approximately the average
distance of values from the mean of a distribution.
b. The body of statistical techniques concerned with making inferences about a population based
on drawing a sample from it.
c. Single performance of well-defined experiment.
d. The probability that an event occurs when the outcome of some other event is given.
e. Numerical description of the outcome of a statistical experiment.
f. Possible result of an experiment or trial.
g. The discipline that concerns the collection, organization, displaying, analysis, interpretation and
presentation of data.
h. A summary measure of some characteristic for the population, such as the population mean or
proportion.
i. A quantitative measure of uncertainty.
j. Defined as a numerical value, which is obtained from a sample of data.
1.Parameter 2.Statistic 3.Standard Deviation
4.Outcome 5.Random Variable
6.Probability 7.Trial 8.Conditional Probability 9. Statistics 10. Inferential Statistics
1
2
3
4
5

H
J
A
F
E

6
7
8
9
10

I
C
D
G
B

B. Fill in the blanks with appropriate forms of the verb given in the brackets.
(5x2.5=12.5 points)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If Laura had studied harder, she would have passed (pass) her exams.
Tom will miss his plane if he does not leave (not/leave) soon.
Susan would have become a teacher if she had gone (go) to university.
I would have given Susan her books, if I had seen (see) her.
If we drink too much coffee tonight, we won’t / cannot sleep (sleep)

C. Convert the given active sentences into the passive voice. (5x2.5=12.5 points)
1. He has eaten an apple.
The apple has been eaten by him.
2. The teachers informed the students that the class had been cancelled.
The students were informed by the teachers that the class had been cancelled
3. The Government is planning a new road near my house.
A new road near my house is being planned by the government
4. People speak Portuguese in Brazil.
Portuguese is spoken in Brazil
5. Somebody must have taken my wallet.
My wallet must have been taken.

D. Write an essay about advantages and disadvantages of mobile phones. (30 points)
Bu soruda tek bir yanit olmadigi icin 3 ana kriterde cevaplar degerlendirilecektir.
Degerlendirme icin kriterler sunlardir:
•

Yazinin, giris- gelisme- sonuc kurallarina gore yazimi(introduction-body-conclusion)

•

Derste gosterilmis olan uygun baglaclarin kullanimi

• Konuyla ilgili fikirler ve bu fikirlere uygun kelimelerin yazilmasi
Örnek Cevap
Mobile phones have transformed the lives of people in the last few years. They have changed the
way we communicate with each other. However, there can be several disadvantages to using mobile
phones, related to health, productive use of time and social relationships.
There are several advantages to using mobile phones. Firstly, mobile phones have made
communication easy and cheap between friends, family and businesses. People can call or text or
even video call each other at any time. Secondly, mobile phones have many other uses such as
browsing the internet, reading emails, playing games, shopping online or learning online.
While these benefits are important, there are also important disadvantages. One is the health risk. For
example, keeping a mobile phone next to your ear all the time can cause cancer and headaches. A
second disadvantage is that many people spend too much time texting and chatting on their mobile
phones. When people use their mobiles all the time, they waste a lot of time. Also, using a mobile all
the time stops you from interacting face-to-face with other people.
To sum up, in spite of its disadvantages I think that mobile phones are useful when people use it in
organized period of time.

E. Imagine that you have a duty in conference organization. Your professor asks you
to send an e-mail to a professor who works in Oxford University in order to invite
him/her to conference. So, write a well described and designed e-mail. (20 points)
Bu soruda bir onceki sorudaki gibi tek bir dogru yanit olmadigi icin 3 ana kriterde cevaplar
degerlendirilecektir. Degerlendirme icin kriterler sunlardir:
•

Mailin giris- gelisme- sonuc kurallarina gore yazimi

•

Derste gosterilmis olan uygun baglaclarin kullanimi

• Konuyla ilgili fikirler ve bu fikirlere uygun kelimelerin yazilmasi
Örnek Cevap
Dear Sir or Madam,
I am …. from the organization group of a conference about ………… in Samsun. We would like
to invite you to our organization as a speaker. We would be highly appreciated if you accept our
invitation.
We are looking forward to see your acceptance and speech in our conference.
Thanks in advance.
Kind Regards,
………

Başarılar dilerim.
Öğr. Gör. Umut YAMAK

